Cryoirrigation in phacoemulsification facilitates a quicker cornea endothelia recovery.
To compare the recovery of cornea endothelia after phacoemulsification (phaco) with anterior chamber irrigation at different temperatures. A between-group design was used. Thirty-eight patients with cataract. Phaco was done on 40 eyes in these patients with exactly the same procedure except for the temperature of the anterior chamber: cryoirrigation at 12 masculine C for group 1 and at room temperature (25 masculine C) for group 2, 20 eyes in each group, randomly distributed. The cornea edema, keratic precipitate (KP), and anterior chamber flare were observed with micro-slit lamp and graded on a 4-point scale at 1, 3, and 7 days after surgery and compared between groups. The corneas in group 1 were found to be clearer than those in group 2 at 1 and 3 days after surgery. The difference was statistically significant (p < 0.05) in favour of group 1, suggesting a lighter reaction of cornea endothelia and a quicker recovery in group 1 after the surgery with cryoirrigation. Corresponding recovery in group 2 was found to occur latterly between day 3 and day 7. However, the recovery in both groups was complete, yielding no difference between groups, at day 7 after surgery. In addition, no significant difference was found in Tyndall phenomenon and KP between groups. Cryoirrigation during phaco could reduce postoperative cornea edema and promote recovery. The result advocates the use of cryoirrigation in clinic.